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Focus on weather through stories.  Week beginning Monday 9th November     Ridiculous!’ by Michael Coleman 
Learning 
Objective: 
I am beginning 
to apply my 
phonic 
knowledge and 
use some 
recognisable 
letters and 
phonemes in 
my writing 
throughout the 
week   
 
RWI –daily 
phonics groups 
 
Practice 
handwriting/le
tter formation– 
see attached 
crib sheet with 
picture prompt 
for each 
letter/sounds 
your child is 
working on in 
their group.  
 
  
 

Activity 1 
Discuss what the title –what does ‘ridiculous’ mean? Can the children think of anything that might be ridiculous? 
Vocab development- alternative words for ridiculous- foolish, impossible, bizarre, silly,  
Read up to page 4 (Shelly leaves shed) 
Is Shelley a good name for a tortoise? Why?  
Why do you think Shelley wanted to see winter?  
What do you think Mrs Tortoise meant when she said “it’s time for bed?” 
How do you know that Mr and Mrs Tortoise were tired? 
Why did Shelly’s parents say “Ridiculous?” 
What do you think her parents will say if they wake up and find she is not there?  
Activity  
Pretend to be Shelly. 
Write a post-it note to stick on the shed to let Shelley’s parents know where she is going and why. 
Model using Fred talk (phonics)  to spell words  
Activity 2 
Read to page 8 (dog) 
What words tell you how Shelly moved? ( Lumbered- act out the word and add to class dictionary- compare with how the dog moved) 
Why did the duck laugh at Shelly? 
What can the duck do that Shelly cannot do? 
What can the dog do that Shelly cannot do? 
Activity  
Write simple sentences to show what can the duck and dog do that Shelly can’t do in winter.  
Say the sentences several times out loud before writing it down. 
Activity 3 
Read to  page 12 (Robin) 
Why do the animals keep saying “ridiculous?” 
What words tell us that Shelly was really cold?  
What word tell us how Shelly moved up the hill? ((trudged- act out- (add to class dictionary)- compare to how the cat moved –‘raced off”)) 
What words tell you how Shelly is feeling? 
What can the cat and the robin do that Shelly cannot do? 
Activity  
Continue from yesterday  
Write simple sentences to show what can the cat and robin do that Shelly can’t do in winter.  
Say the sentences several times out loud before writing it down. 

 



 

 

 

Activity 4 
Read the story again up to page 12 (robin)    can your child join in with familiar parts? 
– What is the problem in the story?  
PREDICT WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN NEXT - Do you think Shelly still thinks it’s a good idea to have gone out in winter? Or do you think she might be regretting 
going out? Discuss the word ‘regret’ – add to class dictionary 
Recap which animals Shelly met.  
Who did she meet first? Next? After that? Then, Finally -  display cards with these words on. orally rehearse sentences –  
First Shelly met a duck. 
Next she met a dog. 
Then she met a cat. 
After that she met a robin. 
Activity   
In pairs-take it in turns to orally say sentences linked to who Shelly met first, next etc. 
MTYT 
Model writing the sentences down.  

 
Activity 5  
Before reading – recap your child’s predictions from yesterday?  
Read to end of the story  
What word tell you how is Shelly feeling on page 13? 
Why did Shelly creep behind a shed on page 13? 
What caused Shelly to slide down the hill on page 14? 
How did Shelly get back into her shed? 
Why Shelly was happy at the end of the story? 
Do you think it was right that Shelly lied to her parents? 
What did Shelly end up doing that she thought she couldn’t do? 
Activity  
Write simple sentences to show what Shelly could do at the end of the story  
Say the sentences out loud several times  
“Shelly was faster than a dog.    Shelly was faster than a cat.     Shelly could fly like a bird.  

We will be reading other stories relating to seasonal changes-; when reading stories at home, ask your child about the weather in the story and how this affects the 
characters actions and behaviour in the story  

 

  


